
FutureBridge to Spearhead Industry Discourse
at ChemSpec 2024, Dusseldorf

Join FutureBridge at ChemSpec 2024 in

Dusseldorf for their two pivotal sessions

and insights on alternative chemicals,

sustainability, and industry innovations.

NETHERLANDS, June 14, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- FutureBridge, a pioneering techno-commercial consulting and advisory

firm renowned for its innovative solutions, is set to engage with industry leaders at ChemSpec

2024 in Dusseldorf on June 19-20, 2024.

We're excited to join

ChemSpec 2024 and share

our insights with industry

leaders. Our dedication to

sustainable growth and

innovation perfectly aligns

with this event's themes.”

Dr. Sarah Hickingbottom, VP

Chemicals and Materials at

FutureBridge

Scheduled alongside Chemspec Europe 2024 and

organized by the RSC Specialty Chemicals Sector, this two-

day international symposium promises to unveil

groundbreaking advancements in processing, synthesis,

and pioneering approaches. The event will serve as a

platform to delve into the future of alternative chemicals,

sustainability breakthroughs, industry developments,

cutting-edge trends, and disruptive innovations poised to

shape the next quarter-century.

Dr. Sarah Hickingbottom, Vice President of Chemicals and

Materials at FutureBridge, will steer two pivotal sessions at

the symposium. Expressing her enthusiasm, Dr.

Hickingbottom stated, "We are thrilled to participate in the ChemSpec conference and share our

insights with industry leaders. Our commitment to driving sustainable growth and fostering

innovation aligns perfectly with the themes of this event."

Joining Dr. Sarah will be esteemed colleagues, Chris Guerin, Client Partnership Director, and

Barry Nelson, Vice President of Client Partnership for the US & Europe. 

For organizations seeking support in navigating critical business challenges while fostering

growth and sustainability initiatives, FutureBridge consulting services stand poised to offer

invaluable insights. Schedule a consultation session with us or send your request to

contact@futurebridge.com.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.futurebridge.com
https://events.futurebridge.com/chemspec-conference-schedule-meeting
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